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Table I. Data of thermal conductivity switches from Figure 4c in Manuscript
Material

Switching
Temperature
(K)

Thermal
Conductivity Switching Mechanism
Switch Ratio (κmax/κmin)

TR-n4

295

1.65±0.25

Hydration

TR-n7

295

2.74±0.30

Hydration

TR-n11

295

4.10±0.46

Hydration

TR-n25

295

3.92±0.31

Hydration

TR-n∞

295

4.54

Hydration

H 2O 1

273

2.66

Phase change (S/L)

LixCoO22

295

1.45

Electrochemical lithiation

C703

298

1.45

Applied pressure

PZT4

298

1.11

Ferroelectric
domain
scattering (electric field)

B nanoribbon5,6

300

1.61

Wetting

SWCNT/n-C18H387

303

2.5

Phase change (S/L)

303

1.57

Phase change (S/L)

PEG400011

313.15

1.42

Phase change (S/L)

K9,10

337

1.80

Phase change (S/L)

VO212

340

1.41

Metal-insulator
transition
(S/S)

RM25713

353

1.55

Molecular reorientation
(magnetic field)

Ga

8–10
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Time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR)
In this work, we use a two-color setup, where a train of 80 MHz, 90 fs, 800 nm laser pulses
emanates from a Ti:Sapphire oscillator (Spectra Physics Tsunami) and is split into a pump and
probe path. The pump pulses are electro-optically modulated at a frequency of 8.8 MHz and then
frequency-doubled to 400 nm, allowing us to perform our TDTR measurements with both Al and
Au transducers (due to increase absorption in Au at 400 nm). The probe pulse remains at 800 nm
and is mechanically delayed to create a temporal delay between the pump and probe. The
thermoreflectance of the probe is measured via lock-in detection as a function of the pumpprobe delay time to obtain the thermal decay from the metal transducer into the surrounding
films. Note, we have measured the thermal conductivity of the protein films under varying
experimental conditions, namely with different objectives and power densities during the TDTR
measurements. The most repeated experimental conditions were the use of a 10X objective,
leading to a pump diameter of ~19 µm and a probe diameter of ∼9 µm with typically less than a
15 mW pump power while modulating the pump pulses at 8.8 MHz. The probe power was ∼5
mW. These laser powers were specifically aimed towards avoiding denaturation of the protein
film due to large local temperature rises during the TDTR scan while still obtaining a large enough
out-of-phase signal for reliable data.
To ensure the metal film is optically specular, we electron-beam evaporate either the Al or
Au film on amorphous SiO2 substrates and then solvent-cast the TR film on the opposing side of
the deposited 80 nm metal transducer; the protein films are dried overnight and then washed
with DI water.
We perform the TDTR measurement through the transparent substrate in a “probe-up”
geometry; a photograph of this upright schematic is shown in Fig.S1 as well as depicted in the
manuscript in Fig.1a. The experimentally measured decay curve is fit to a bidirectional thermal
model. An example of the fit is shown in Fig. S2 for TR-n25 in both ambient and hydrated
conditions. For the hydrated measurements, we simply apply 500 µL of DI water on top of the TR
film in the probed region; to return to ‘ambient’ conditions, this drop is pipetted off the surface.
We find that the thermal conductivity switches on the order of typical liquid diffusion times (i.e.,
on the order of seconds); we are able to repeatedly measure this change in thermal conductivity
via TDTR with no experimental waiting time between scans. Note, we find an asymmetry in the
“switch on” time upon hydration) and “switch off” time when the water is removed; this
phenomena is discussed in detail in the following section of the Supplementary Information.
As the best-fit value in this model relies on the dependence of knowing the thermal properties
of the SiO2 substrate and 80 nm metal film, we measure the film/substrate system prior to
deposition of the proteinaceous films. Our thermal model accounts for the following values: we
experimentally measure κSiO2 = 1.35 W m−1 K−1, insure the film thickness is 80 nm via profilometry
and picosecond acoustic measurements, and κAl = 130 W m−1 K−1 based on electrical resistivity
and TDTR measurements. The heat capacity of the substrate and film are based on literature
values of 1.66 and 2.42 MJ m−3 K−1 respectively. Furthermore, due to the three-layer system and
relatively low thermal conductivity of the TR films, TDTR is equally sensitive to both the heat
capacity and thermal conductivity of the material (i.e., the thermal model can only fit for thermal
"
diffusivity, , in this region. As we measure the volumetric heat capacity of our protein films in
#$

both ambient and hydrated conditions via DSC, as discussed in a later section, we are able to fit
for solely the thermal conductivity of the TR film. The values used for our TDTR analysis are
tabulated in Table II.
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Table II. Measured material parameters for TR films and comparison to R.T. thermal
switches
Sample

TR-n4

TR-n7

TR-n11

TR-n25

n (repeat units)

4

7

11

25

M.W. (kDa)

15

25

42

86

Cv,ambient (MJ m-3 K-1)

1.76

1.71

1.73

1.72

κambient (W m-1 K-1)

0.35 ± 0.09

0.34 ± 0.11

0.27 ± 0.10

0.33 ± 0.10

Cv,hydrated (MJ m-3 K-1)

2.47

2.60

2.77

2.82

κhydrated (W m-1 K-1)

0.58 ± 0.09

0.93 ± 0.10

1.12 ± 0.13

1.30 ± 0.10

1.65 ± 0.26

2.74 ± 0.30

4.10 ± 0.46

3.92 ± 0.31

Material

Switching
Temperature
(K)

Thermal
Conductivity
Switch Ratio
(κmax/κmin)

Switching Mechanism

H 2O 1

273

2.66

Phase change (S/L)

LixCoO22

295

1.45

Electrochemical lithiation

C703

298

1.45

Applied pressure

PZT4

298

1.11

Ferroelectric
(electric field)

B nanoribbon5,6

300

1.61

Wetting

SWCNT/n-C18H387

303

2.5

Phase change (S/L)

303

1.57

Phase change (S/L)

PEG400011

313.15

1.42

Phase change (S/L)

K9,10

337

1.80

Phase change (S/L)

Ratio (κmax/κmin)

Ga

8–10

4

domain

scattering

VO212

340

1.41

Metal-insulator transition
(S/S)

RM25713

353

1.55

Molecular reorientation
(magnetic field)

To confirm the sensitivity and uncertainty associated with our bidirectional model to the
thermal conductivities of materials on the order of our TR films, we use identical 80 nm Al films
on SiO2 substrates as were used for the biopolymer films, and instead spin-coat 200 nm PMMA,
Poly(methyl-methacrylate), films on the Al film (PMMA/Al/SiO2). Additionally, we use a separate
film and add water to the top of the Al film (water/Al/SiO2). In both cases, we use the same
parameters and model as used for the biopolymer film measurements. In accounting for the
propagation of error in values used for our thermal model, as discussed below, we measure the
thermal conductivity of water at room temperature to be 0.59 ± 0.1 W m-1 K-1 and the thermal
conductivity of PMMA to be 0.18 ± 0.07 W m-1 K-1; these values are in excellent agreement with
literature values for the two media.
Although we ‘reference‘ the supporting metal transducer and underlying SiO2 substrate, as discussed above, the propagation of error within these values leads to increased uncertainty in the
measured thermal conductivity of our TR films. To accurately determine the true uncertainty in
our TDTR measurements, we consider the mean square deviation of our bi-directional, threelayer thermal model to the experimental TDTR data obtained for the various TR films; this
contour analysis uncertainty calculation is discussed in detail in previous references14,15. To
summarize, the contour displays the normalized residual, or the model’s mean square deviation,
relative to the experimentally measured thermal decay curve; an increase in the normalized
residual is equivalent to a poor fit to the data. For the bi-directional thermal model, with the
thermal effusivities investigated in this work, the most sensitive parameter is the thickness of
the metal transducer. Thus, in considering the maximum possible uncertainty in the values of
best fit for our thermal conductivity measurements of the TR films, we extend this sensitivity
analysis to 5% error in film thickness, as shown in Fig. S3; we find that our fits to the experimental
data lie within the inner most contour, in dark blue. Given such, this contour denotes the
uncertainty in thermal conductivity for a 5% uncertainty in film thickness (the thermal model’s
most sensitive parameter). Additionally, repeating these contours for various thermophysical
parameters in our model, such as thermal conductivity of the SiO2 substrate leads to nearly
identical contour plots (i.e., the model is not highly sensitive to this parameter). We plot the
inner-most contour for TR-n25 as an example with the reference value of the SiO2 substrate (1.35
W m-1 K-1) and ± 10% of this value in Fig. S4.
To rule out potential metal/protein interactions that may be leading to the measured change
in thermal conductivity upon hydration, we repeat the measurements using Au transducers of
the same thickness. The results are shown in Fig. S5. As seen, the two are in good agreement and
provide similar switching values between the two states.
To further reinforce the accuracy of the thermal conductivity values reported in this work, it
should be noted that a minimum of four samples per TR film were measured; we conducted no
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less than 40 TDTR scans on each of these samples (e.g., the thermal switch measurement for TRn25 was performed over 200 times alone). Additionally, the majority of these measurements are
conducted on various points throughout the sample to account for any inhomogeneity in either
the metal transducer or TR film. The standard deviation of these measurements is accounted for
in our reported error.
Switch times and water content
In the data reported in this work, we conduct TDTR scan once the samples have achieved their
“fully on” (hydrated) or “fully off” (ambient) state. Note, throughout this work, we define
ambient as being the TR protein in an unsaturated, ambient environment; for our TDTR
measurements at the University of Virginia, we measure the relative humidity of our laboratory
to be between 28-35%. Conversely, the hydrated measurements are performed on a position of
the TR protein film that is fully submerged in an aqueous environment, as described in the
previous section. As a single TDTR scan takes approximately two minutes, we cannot conduct full
TDTR scans during the transition from ambient to hydrated to gain insight into the time scale
associated with the switching of thermal conductivity in the TR films. However, to quantify the
order of magnitude of this thermal conductivity switching time, we instead use the TDTR signal
as a relative monitor of the temperature change by monitoring the TDTR signal at a single pumpprobe delay time as a function of lab time while manually pipetting of water on and off of the
sample to repeatedly hydrate and dry the sample. We have used this this approach of “staring”
at the TDTR signal in to observe real time changes in thermal conductivity in various samples
previously4,16. We note that in our current case, this procedure does indeed produce variabilities
in the absolute switching times due to inadvertent changes in the manual application and
removal of the water, along with sample to sample variabilities in film thickness which will
change liquid diffusion times through the materials. Thus, while these measurements prevent us
from absolutely quantifying the intrinsic switching times of these materials with high precision,
this does allow for order of magnitude quantification of the switching times. While we discuss
this procedure in more detail below, we note that all reported thermal conductivity values in this
work are determined when the system has equilibrated in either the full hydrated or fully
ambient states, as previously mentioned. In other words, the full TDTR scans that result in the
thermal conductivity data presented in the main manuscript are only performed when there is
no temporal fluctuation in the measured lock-in signal.
To give insight into the switching time, we fix our pump-probe delay time to 500 picoseconds
and measure the lock-in signal as a function of lab time. From there, we repeatedly hydrate and
dry the sample, via manual pipetting of water, over the course of minutes. To convert the
measured signal to thermal conductivity as a function of time, we normalize the signal to the
measured ratio from TDTR scans for the ambient and hydrated states at 500 picoseconds. The
results for the TR films are shown in Fig. 4a of the primary manuscript for TR-n25. Upon
hydration, the change in thermal conductivity is on the order of seconds.
Note: the reported thermal conductivity values in this work are when the system has
equilibrated in either the ambient or hydrated state. In other words, the TDTR scans are only
performed when there is no fluctuation in the magnitude of the lock-in signal.
In an attempt to quantify the role of varying water concentrations associated with this switch,
we performed our TDTR measurements on TR-n11 and -n25 up to 92% relative humidity using a
custom-built chamber (see Fig.S1). Although the chamber and sample have excessive
6

condensation, as shown in Fig.S6b, where water droplets similar to those used for our initial
switching experiments are visible on every surface in the chamber including the inset which
shows our TR-n11 sample, our probed region remains dry due to localized laser heating. This
finding is in conceptual agreement with the rapid switch time found when our sample is dried
through manual pipetting of a water droplet; our TDTR measurement leads to a steady-state
temperature rise from laser heating, which causes rapid local evaporation from the probed
region. In the case of humidity/concentration measurements, this local heating disallows for
condensation in the measured area.
Time-domain Brillouin scattering
We measure the group velocity of coherent acoustic phonons through pump-probe Brillouin
scattering measurements using a two-tint version of our TDTR apparatus. In pump-probe
reflection measurements, such as TDTR, the initial pump pulse creates a heating event in the
transducer; the energy imparted from the laser pulse paired with this temperature rise leads to
the formation of coherent acoustic wave within the surrounding media. As a coherent acoustic
wave traverses this media, in our case the TR films, the probe beam is partially reflected due to
the change in refractive index associated with the pressure gradient; the transmitted portion of
the beam continues towards the metal transducer and undergoes thermo-reflection as with a
traditional TDTR measurement. As described in previous works17–19, these two reflected beams
will interfere and lead to periodic oscillations in the time-dependent reflectance signal. The
intensity of this time-independent signal can be described via
% &, ( = * ∗ exp −Γ& ∗ cos

45
6

& − 7 − 8 ∗ exp −

9
:

(S1)

where A, B, and δ are essentially scale factors, Γ is the damping of the acoustic wave-front due
to energy dissipation, T is the period of the pressure front, and the second term, exp(−t/τ)
accounts for the thermal decay associated with traditional thermo=reflectance at the metal
transducer. When the probe beam is at normal incidence, the frequency, f, (i.e., the inverse of
the period, T) can be related to the sound speed of the partially transparent material via
4=>

<=
(S2)
?
where r is the index of refraction, λ is the wavelength of the probe beam, and v is the velocity of
this coherent wave-front. In the case of our TR films, r has been determined in our previous
work20 and our probe beam is 800 nm.
Note, we utilize a two-tint pump-probe apparatus (i.e., the pump beam is also 800 nm) for
these measurements to avoid damage of the TR film; as described in our previous work21, direct
interaction between the protein film and the 400 nm pump used in our TDTR measurements
leads to gradual degradation of the film. In the hydrated measurements, the sample is fully
submerged beneath 3 mm of DI water; the signal-to-noise ratio in the hydrated case is greatly
reduced compared to that of the films in ambient conditions. Nonetheless, well-defined peaks
remain visible, showing clear reduction in sound velocities compared to the ambient samples.
The results from our measurements/calculations are provided in Table III of the Supplementary
Information.
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Table III. TDBS measurements
Sample

TR15 (-n4)

T42 (n11)

Ambient Velocity (m/s)

2374±45

1768±200

Hydrated Velocity (m/s)

2088±291

1805±291

Ambient Cv, (MJ m-3 K-1)

1.76

1.73

Hydrated Cv, (MJ m-3 K-1)

2.47

2.77

Ambient MSD (Å2)

0.55

0.55

Hydrated MSD (Å2)

1.5

1.5

Calculated Switching Ratio

∼3.70

∼4.90

Protein structure
As shown in Figure 1b of the primary manuscript, the proteins are composed of β-sheet
crystallites, which are rich in alanine, and are 2 x 2.5 nm in size, and are connected by ∼3 nm
amorphous strands, which are rich in glycine.
As X-ray diffraction techniques are not optimal to investigate the structure and conformation
of proteins, since they only provide information about the ordered domains (β-sheets) but not
about the disordered strands, we have performed structural analysis of the ambient and
hydrated proteins by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Figure S8). Amide I band
(1600-1700 cm-1) corresponds to carbonyl stretching vibration, and thus contains information
about the protein backbone confirmation and overall secondary structure. The amide I band of
ambient and hydrated proteins is similar, showing that there are not significant structural
changes upon hydration. For further analysis and determination of the crystallinity (i.e., β-sheet
content), we analyzed the secondary structure via Fourier self-deconvolution (FSD) of the amide
I band and corresponding fitting of individual Gaussian functions (Figure S9)22. The secondary
structure content of ambient and hydrated films are similar (within error of each other), with a
β-sheet content of 54%, and amorphous strands adopting 20% random coil, 7% α-helix, and 18%
turn conformations.
Rheology
SRT proteins were compressed in PDMS molds (hydrated, 70 ◦C) into disk shaped samples of
2 mm in diameter and 1 mm in height. Measurements were performed in a Rheometric Scientific
ARES rheometer with 3 mm diameter parallel plate geometry with a 10 mL liquid reservoir in the
bottom plate. Samples were adhered to the plates using Click Bond CB200 adhesive (2 hour
curing time at room temperature, with modulus in the GPa range). Liquid was fed into the
reservoir with a peristaltic pump (Ultra Low Flow Mini-pump model 3384, Control Company) with
8

a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min to compensate for evaporation, and the system was equilibrated at 70
◦
C for 90 minutes.
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
DMA was performed in a TA 800Q DMA instrument, which has a force range of 10-4 to 18 N,
force resolution of 10-5 N, strain resolution of 1 nm, and a frequency range of 0.01 to 200 Hz.
DMA was used for small deformation analysis (oscillatory strain and strain ramp) in order to
measure the glassy mechanics and glass transition of SRT proteins. Film-tension and submersiontension clamps were used for ambient and hydrated (saturation) measurements respectively.
Sample dimensions were 15 mm × 2.5 mm × 0.2 mm for the ambient test and 25 mm × 2.5 mm
× 0.2 mm for the hydrated test. Oscillatory temperature sweep experiments were performed at
1 Hz, with amplitude of 2 µm and a rate of 2 ◦C per minute. Stress-strain experiments were
performed with a strain rate of 1% per minute and a preload of 0.01 N.
Temperature modulated differential scanning calorimetry (TMDSC)
TA Instruments Q200 DSC was used for the glass transition measurements of SRT proteins.
The instrument was calibrated for specific heat Cp measurements using Tzero aluminum pans and
sapphire standard materials, including cell resistance and capacitance, cell constant and
temperature calibration. SRT samples were annealed on a hot plate at 100 ◦C for 30 minutes in
order to remove water before the experiment. Hydrated proteins were immersed in DI water for
1 hour, excess water was removed, and samples were sealed in hermetic pans. Samples were
heated at 2 ◦C/min from 25 ◦C to 210 ◦C (beginning of thermal degradation) with a modulation
period of 60 seconds and a temperature amplitude of 0.318 ◦C. Hydrated samples were run from
5 ◦C to 60 ◦C with the same rate, modulation period, and amplitude parameters. The glass
transition was analyzed from the reversing specific heat capacity Cp data. The increase in heat
capacity ∆Cp is calculated as the difference between the glassy and rubbery tangent lines:
Cp(T)rubbery = Cp(T)glassy + ∆Cp. The glass transition temperature is calculated as the step change
midpoint: Cp(Tg) = Cp(Tg)glassy + ∆Cp/2. Cp(T)glassy and Cp(T)rubbery are the extrapolation of the tangent
to the specific reversing Cp below and above the glass transition respectively. The measured heat
capacity values in both the ambient and hydrated states are listed in Table II.
It should be noted that the aforementioned aluminum hermitic pans allow for the use of
liquids and prevent evaporation as the sample is heated. This is not a problem when measuring
TR proteins in ambient conditions, since the proteins are previously annealed to remove any
moisture. Although they can be heated up to 200 ◦C, they thermally degrade as other structural
proteins23,24. However, high temperature characterization and thermal degradation are not the
focus of this work and are not discussed in this manuscript. On the other hand, absorbed water
in hydrated proteins does suppose a problem for high temperature calorimetry. Although the
hermetic pans prevent the evaporation of water, water vapor pressure buildup at higher
temperatures can breach the sealed pan. Besides changing the hydration conditions of the
sample of interest, a water vapor breach will generate a false endotherm artifact due to the
evaporation, and can potentially damage the calorimeter cell. For these reasons, TMDSC
measurements of hydrated protein samples were performed from 5 to 50 ◦C only, and they were
not cycled to prevent any water vapor pressure buildup inside the hermetic cells. The
measurements were repeated for each sample to ensure reproducibility and signal overlap (two
measurements of each are plotted in Figure S10).
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Neutron Scattering
Quasielastic neutron scattering experiments were performed at NIST Center for Neutron
Research (NCNR), Gaithersburg MD. Experiments on ambient SRT proteins were performed on
the high-flux backscattering spectrometer (HFBS)25, with energy resolution of 1 µeV, dynamic
range of ±15 µeV and Q-range of 0.25 A˚ -1 - 1.8 A˚ -1, at 295 K. The resolution function was
measured at 4 K (signal is completely elastic). Quasielastic experiments on D2O-hydrated SRT-TR
polypeptides were performed on the disk chopper time-of-flight spectrometer (DCS)26, with
energy resolution of 64 µeV (wavelength λ = 6 Å), dynamic range of ±0.5 meV and Q-range of 0.1
Å -1 - 2 Å -1, at 295 K. Vanadium was used as the resolution function in DCS measurements.
†
‡
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Supplementary Figure 1. a) Photograph of our beam/sample alignment for probing upwards,
through the transparent substrate, of our samples; a calibration sample (SiO2) is being above the
objective. b) Photograph of our optical access window to the humidity chamber used. The
chamber rests on a stage with 3-axis movement for back-alignment of the sample.

Supplementary Figure 2. The acquired ratio of Vin/Vout signals for TR-n25 in the ambient and
hydrated case.
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Supplementary Figure 3. The normalized residual (i.e., the accuracy of the models fit relative to
the obtained thermal decay curve) for values of best-fit for our bi-directional thermal model for
various media on 80 nm Al/SiO2 supports; the media are a) our TR films in an ambient state, b)
hydrated TR-n25 (the largest thermal conductivity measured in this work), c) PMMA as a
reference for the sensitivity of TDTR to low thermal conductivity films in a bidirectional
experimental setup, and d) a drop of water.
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Supplementary Figure 4. The inner-most contour, or the model’s best fit, as shown in Fig. S3, for
thermal conductivity values of SiO2 within 10% of the measured value (1.35 W m-1 K-1). As seen,
the thermal model is most sensitive to the thickness of the metal transducer.

Supplementary Figure 5. Measured thermal conductivity as a function of inverse repeat units,
1/n, for both 80 nm Al and Au metal transducers.
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Supplementary Figure 6. a) A zoomed-in view of the measured thermal conductivity as a function
of real time for TRn25, providing insight to the time-scale associated with switching from a
hydrated to ambient state. Note, the ambient-to-hydrated switch is consistently within the time
constant of our lock-in amplifier (300 ms), thus appearing instantaneous. b) Image of our
humidity chamber at a relative humidity of approximately 85%. The inset shows a TR-n11 sample
(supported by an 80 nm Al transducer and 1 mm SiO2 substrate underneath) on the optical
window inlet to the chamber. As seen, condensation occurs heavily throughout the chamber.
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Supplementary Figure 7. Examples of TDBS measurements on n-4 in the ambient (top) and
hydrated states (bottom), with values of best fit tabulated for each.
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Supplementary Figure 8. FTIR amide I analysis of ambient and hydrated TR-n11 protein.

Supplementary Figure 9. FTIR amide I FSD analysis of ambient and hydrated TR-n11 protein.
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Supplementary Figure 10. Specific reversing Cp measurements on ambient and hydrated TR
proteins by TMDSC. Two measurements (solid line for first measurement, dashed line for
repetitions) per sample are plotted. Vertical line denoted the temperature of interest (20 ◦C) for
the calculation of Cp.
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